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TRACK 5: AVIATION TRAINING / MRO

 “INTEGRATED LIVE, VIRTUAL
&

CONSTRUCTIVE TRAINING (I-LVC)”
BY

MR JOHN SCHWERING
BOEING

�
ABSTRACT

Boeing’s Integrated Live, Virtual and Constructive (I-LVC) aviation training networks
live aircraft with simulators (virtual) on the ground as they jointly combat computer-
generated threats (constructive). The concept might resonate as fighting in a virtual
world but the training experience is real.

I-LVC brings forward the capability to simulate electronic warfare systems on-board
the aircraft platform within a virtual environment, engage with aircraft targeting
systems, and launch and score against virtual tactical threats – thereby extending
current training range capacity. It also decreases the number of live aircraft needed
to create a battle scenario.

With an I-LVC capability on a tactical fighter platform, aircrew can train within a
complex threat environment, which previously was unavailable for live tactical
training. Ultimately, aircrews are able to generate readinessand receive better quality
aviation training with more sophisticated air- and ground-based electronic warfare
threats at less cost than current systems. Boeing offers the only LVC experience that
fully integrates the three domains (live, virtual and constructive) allowing seamless
live training in a synthetic environment.

Flight Tested and Matured: In 2007, Boeing began a self-funded independent
research and development project called Project Alpine to develop, mature, and
demonstrate I-LVC for military aviation training customers. Boeing’s I-LVC
technology was then further advanced through work with the U.S. Air Force and U.S.
Navy. Now, I-LVC is mature, ready, and can be expanded into other tactical aviation
platforms.
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Successes include:

• Completed two major test events with live F-15E and F/A-18E aircraft, virtual
AWACS 40/45 andSU-27 aircraft, constructive surface-to air and air-to-air threats
• Integration of a F-15E test aircraft, avionics lab for Operational Flight Program
software development and several different aircrew training and simulation devices
into one architecture.
• Execution of the I-LVC training concept on board tactical F-15E and F/A-18E
aircraft

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

Mr Schwering retired from the Navy in 2008 and is assigned with
Boeing’s St. Louis Training Systems and Government Services
under Global Services and Support.  He is currently the Business
Development lead for Integrated - Live, Virtual Constructive (I-LVC)
aviation training and Navy / Marine Corps training programs.  His
office is located in Crystal City, VA.

Previous Military Experience:

Captain (United States Navy, retired) John Schwering has over 26 years experience
in a wide variety of aviation related assignments with the Navy. He has extensive
aircraft flight time in various aircraft and ten plus years experience on Washington
DC related staffs (Chief of Naval Operations, Air Warfare (N88), Navy International
Programs, and Chief of Naval Operations, Fleet Readiness (N43). As the Branch
Head for Navy Ranges he assessed requirements and programmed resources
totaling over $1B for the Navy’s test and training range Chief Financial Officer. He
also led a long term effort to quantitatively determine range asset contribution to
readiness and to link range cost and fleet readiness. During his tour with the Navy
International Programs Office he led the stand-up of a Strategic Planning Directorate
to develop, execute, and update the overarching Navy International Programs Office
Strategic Plan and supporting Strategic Business Development Plans. Additionally,
he directly managed approximately 160 Foreign Military Sales (FMS) cases valued
at over $2B.


